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Preface
The third special issue on “frames” collects five articles related to the analysis of affine discretization
operators, methods for the construction of tight frames from a stationary and nonstationary multiresolu-
tion analysis, atomic decompositions and Banach frames, and the topology of multivariate Gabor frames.
The boundedness of affine discretization operators of wavelet analysis/synthesis type, or mixed frame
operators, is the main topic of the article by Gilbert, Hogan, and Lakey. In contrast to the usual setting
for affine frames, only the synthesis wavelet ψ is required to have at least one vanishing moment. Three
different conditions that concern the Fourier transform of ψ are highlighted, which yield the boundedness
of the mixed frame operator without restrictions of vanishing moments of the analyzing function φ.
Lacunarity estimates for the Fourier transform of ψ and the connection to various techniques of operator
analysis, such as the T (1) theorem, are included.
The time-domain approach to tight frames, which was introduced by Chui, He, and Stöckler in the sec-
ond issue of this series of special issues, is extended by the same authors to the theory of nonstationary
tight frames on unbounded intervals. A new kernel operator approach is engaged, which can be consid-
ered a unification of the previous considerations for stationary frames on R and nonstationary frames on
bounded intervals. The notion of nonstationary frames is very general, with polynomial splines of any
order on arbitrary but dense nested knot vectors as canonical examples. The desirable order of vanishing
moments of the frame elements is characterized by the polynomial reproduction properties of the kernel
operators. An explicit and local construction is devised for these operators for the general spline setting,
and examples of tight frames of splines with multiple knots are included.
With the stationary multiresolution analysis of L2(R) with dyadic scaling defined by a compactly
supported and symmetric scaling function, the construction of tight affine frames with three symmetric
or antisymmetric generators and desirable order of vanishing moments is presented in the article by
Han and Mo. This answers an open problem that arose from the method of oblique matrix extension or
vanishing moment recovery introduced in two recent articles of this journal.
In a quite general setting, the theory of atomic decompositions and Banach frames is developed in
Rauhut’s article for Banach spaces whose elements are invariant under some symmetry group. The re-
strictions imposed by the invariance properties are introduced to the Feichtinger-Gröchenig theory for
Banach frames of coorbit spaces. One of the main tools is the construction of invariant bounded uniform
partitions of unity. The method yields new constructions of radially symmetric Banach frames for subsets
of Besov spaces and modulation spaces.
Labate and Wilson present a new constructive proof for the connectedness of Gabor frames with
rational oversampling rate. They devise a method for defining a continuous path which connects a given
Gabor window to a fixed bandlimited window whose Fourier transform is closely related to a fundamental1063-5203/$ – see front matter  2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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2 Preface / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 18 (2005) 1–2domain of the sampling lattice. The deformations of the Gabor window along this path have simple
analytic formulations.
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